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The meeting was organized by K. Krickeberg (Paris), Y. Ogata (Tokyo) andR.-D.
Reiss (Siegen).

The aim of the meeting was to bring together researchers working on

• statistical modelling in various applied fields

• related theoretical questions about point processes

• inference on various point process models.

The relevant subdomains ,vere

• extreme value analysis and time series with infinite variance (with applications
to financial data)

• computing methods

• physical sciences and engineering (including seismology)

• queueing theory

• spatial processes and space-time modelling (including modelling in forestry,
rainfalls and other environmental problems)

• stochastic geometry.

The meeting was attended by 38 participants. There ","ere 32 talks including 11
main or survey lectures and one poster session. Given the intensive discussions after
the talks and fruitful collaborations throughout the meeting ,ve are sure that this
conference will have a significant impact on future research work.
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Vortragsauszüge

Elja Arjas

On prequential model assessment from point process data

A criticism often voiced against the Bayesian paradigm to statistics is that it does
not provide clear-cut procedures for model checking or validation against data. It is
indeed true that the traditional model testing procedures, starting from the idea of A
':truth77 of a null hypothesis and assigning probabilities to tbe behaviour of (future) •
sampIes, do not match weIl with the Bayesian position of keeping the data fixed, and
thinking of probability primarily as a means of expressing subjective degrees of belief
in different values of the model parameters. Perhaps the most natural way of making
Bayesian inferential ideas operational in model checking is to consider prediction,
or model validation, and always match one or more 'future" data prints against the
predictive distribution based on the "past". We sho,v ho,v such techniques can be
applied in the context of the ':dynamic approach to point processes" , leading them
to simple exact statistical tests. These ideas are closely connected to "prequential"
forecasting, introduced and discussed by A.P. David in aseries of papers. The talk
is based on joint work ,vith Dario Gasbarra.

Linda Collins

Analysis of spatial point patterns using bundles of product density LISA
functions

Thc analysis of a spatial point pattern is often involved \vith looking for structure~

such a clustering or regularity. This can be done through (kernel density) estimates
of the K -funtion or its derivative, the prodtict density function. We define a local
version of the product density function for each event derived under Anselin's (1995) _
definition of a loeal indicator of spatial association (LISA). These product density •
LISA functions are then grouped by a standard hierarehical clustering algorithm ioto
bundles of functions with similar behavior. Events eorresponding to LISA functions
\vithin the same bundle are similar with respec;t to their distance to other nearby
events. This grouping of events is very different from the usual clustering notion in
spatial point patterns. Dur research provides a new quantification of strueture in
the analysis of spatial point patterns.

This is joint work \vith Noel Cressie.
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Daryl Daley

Long range dependence of point processes

Definitions of long range dependenee (LRD) of point proeesses are given and il
lustrated via proeesses that arise in queueing models. The LRD property ean be
indueed by single-server queues but seemingly not by infinite server queues, for
example.

e Richard A. Davis

Point process theory for bilinear and stochastic volatility models

A limit theory is developed for the \veak eonvergenee of point proeesses base-f! ..on the.
points of a bilinear and a stochastie volatility (SV) model. In the former, th'e noise
is assumed to be heavy-tailed. A number of interesting applieations of the point
proeess eonvergence ensue. For example, the limit distributions of the extremes:
partial sums, and sampie autoeorrelation function (A.CF) can be derived f~om this
convergence. Surprisingly, tbe sampie ACF converges in distribution to.. a oon
degenerate \vithout any normalization.

In the SV case, the point process convergence is the same as for the t~associatedn

independent case. That is, there is 00 clustering in the limit. The proof uses the
Esseher transform (for deriving tail behavior of the marginal distribution) and a
modification of the normal comparison lemma (for tbe point process convergence.

~1ichael Falk

Local asymptotic normality of truncated empirical processes

Given n iid copies Xl, ... , Xn of a random element X in some arbitrary measurable
space 5, \ve are only interested in those observations that fall into some subset D
having but a small probability of oceurence. It is assumed that tbe distribution Px
of X belongs on D to a parametric family Px (· n D) = Pfj, {) E e c JRd. Nonlinear
regression analysis and the peaks-over-threshold (POT) approach in extreme value
analysis are prominent examples. For the POT approach on S = IR and Pt') being
a generalized Pareto distribution it is kno\vn that the complete information about
the underlying parameter {Jo is asymptotically contained in the number r(n) of
observations in D among XI, ... , X n , but not in their actual values. This result is
formulated in terms of loeal asymptotic normality of the loglikelihood ratio of the
point process of exeeedances witb r(n) being the central sequence.
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\Ve establish a necessary and sufficient condition such that r(n) has this property
for a general truncated empirical process in an arbitrary sampIe space arid for an
arbitrary parametric family. The kno,vn results are then consequences of this result.
vVe can moreover characterize the inHuence of the actual observations in D on the
central sequence, if this condition is violated.

Immediate applications are asymptotically optimal tests for testing (Ja and, if
e C lR, asymptotic efliciency of the ML-estimator .an satisfying P;;n (D) = r{n}/n,
\vhere these statistics are based on r (n) only.

Lothar Heinrich

Tail triviality of point processes and Poisson convergence of particle mo
tions

For a stationary point process <P on lRd , d ;::: 2, with trivial tail a-field and a family
of Lebesgue measure preserving homeomorphisms On T > 0, of lRd \vhich put the
most part of mass off from the origin to,vards infinity as T -+- 0, it is shown that
<P 0 ()r weakly converges to a stationary Poisson process as T ~ O. Conditions ensur
ing tail triviality (or, equivalently, short-range correlations) for a point process are
investigated for cluster processes, Cox processes, hard- and soft-core processes. In
the particular case of point processes generated on a Poisson Hat process this limit
theorem follows under slightly weaker conditions. In this class also counterexamples
exist.

Jürg Hüsler

Extremes of Gaussian processes

The asymptotic behaviour of extremes of stationary Gaussian processes \vith con
tinuous paths is \vell-known. Ho\vever, this is not the case for a11 nonstationary
Gaussian processes. A certain ne\v class of nonstationary Gaussian processes arises
in the approximation of a Gaussian process. Here the process X(t) is e.g. approx- e
imated by a piecewise linear Gaussian process Ln{t) where Ln{tk,n) = X{tk,n) for
some points tk,n with sUPk{tk+l,n - tk,n) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. Of main interest is the
deviation process Yn(t) = X(t) - Ln(t) and its supremum Mn(T)"= SUPt<T IYn{t)l.
These processes Yn(t) where analysed by Selezniev and V. Piterbarg under certain
conditions.

We extend their results and show tl.1at a weaker long range dependence is suffi
eient. As usual with Gaussian processes and extremes, Berman's condition is suffi
eient.
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Valerie Isham

Applications of point process-based models in hydrology

Stochastie spatial-temporal models of precipitation have a vital role to play in ad
dressing problems in hydrology. The aim is to represent only the main physical
features of the rainfall proeess, and to allow for the detailed complexities of the
actual process using stochastie elements. Thus, the models to be described are eon
structed in continuous time and space using point processes, ,vith a limited number
of parameters, interpretable in terms of rain cells clustered within moving storm
events. These models are not developed for predictive purposes, except perhaps 10
cally in spaee and time, for the storms are assumed to oeeur at random. Rather, an
aim is to provide models that can be used to simulate ':artifieial" rainfall processes
for use, for exampIe, in the development of fiood drainage systems and dam designs.

Such models also provide one means of tackling the problem of disaggregating
precipitation totals for a large spatial region over successive time-periods (such as
those that are predicted by a General Circulation ~1odel) into a spatial-temporal
pattern of rainfall over that region that has realistic IDeal properties. ~1arkov random
field models provide an alternative approach to this problem.

Pierre Jaeob

Regression, edge estimation, and asymptotical IDeation of multivariate
sampies

For a broad elass of Jl?ultidimensional probability distributions with bounded sup
port, every estimate of the eonditional radial m~an value ean be modified in. order
to give an estimate of the edge of the support. The praetieal interest is to provide
smoother estimates than the usual ones, more or less related to the convex hull of
the sampie, and to allow the estimation of star-shaped domains.

In the case of unbounded supports, the same method, eombined \vith some argu
ments from multidimensional extreme values theory, give a solution to the problem
of asymptotiealloeation of a sampie by smooth surfaees. For some sufliciently fast
deereasing conditional radial distributions, large sampIes ean be encompassed by a
sequenee of dila-tions of estimators of the radial regression.

However the general problem of finding kernel-type estimators of star-shaped
domains, based directly upon extreme values, still remains \vithout a satisfaetory
solution, and it should be a niee subject of diseussion.
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Yurii Kutoyants

Statistical inference for spatial Poisson processes

The asymptotic properties of different estimators are described for the models of
inhomogeneous Poisson processes observed on a sequence of subsets of metric space.

Under regularity conditions it is proved that the maximum likelihood, bayesian
and minimum distance estimators are consistent, asymptotically normal and asymp
totically efficient. Several examples of particular inhomogeneous Poisson precesses
are studied in details. Moreover, the asymptotic expansions of these estimators as
,vell as their distribution functions are presented. The asymtptotic properties of
these estimators are also studied in the cases of a) misspecification b) nonidentifi- a.
ability. The problem of optimal choice of observation window are discussed. Then •
several problems of change-point type on the plane for the Poissonian fields are
studied. Particularly, the problem at discontinuous intensity function identification
is considered.

The problems of nonparametric estimation of intensity measure and intensity
function are also discussed.

Günter Last

On the spherical contact vector of stationary germ-grain models

"Ve consider a stationary germ-grain model X in IRd ,vith convex and compact grains
and the essentially unique spherical contaet vector pointing from x E lRd to the point
p(x) E X elosest to x. The conditional distribution ofthe distance t(x) := IIx-p(x)11
given that x is not covered by X is called the spherical eontact distribution of X.
vVe show how the distribution of p(x) is related to the times it takes a "typical"
boundary point of X to hit another grain if all grains starting growing at the same
time and at the same speed. The rigorous formulation of this relationship involves
the generalized curvature measures of X and generalizes a weH known principle for
point processes on the line. The talk is based on joint "Türk ,vith Rolf Sehassberger.
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Friedrich Liese

A class of goodness of fit tests for Poisson point processes

Given i.i.d. Poisson point processes q,l, ... , <I>n witb intensity measure A \ve construct
test for Ho : A = Ao versus HA : A # Ao. Tbe true intensity measure is estimated
by Än = ~ Ei=! <I>i' To compare Än and Ao ,vbicb are mutually singular in general
we restriet botb An and Ao to a partition of the state spaee ioto m cells. Tbe
distanee of the corresponding diserete measures is described by f -divergences and
espeeially by the x2-distance. Convergenee in distribution of tbe test statistie is
established both under the null hypothesis and under loeal alternatives for fixed
and for increasing number of cells. It is shown that in the case of increasing cell
asymptotic for composite null hypothesis the unknown parameter ean be substituted
by an v'1i-~onsistent estimator without changing the limit distribution.

Frank !\1arobn

Estimating the shape parameter in Pareto models with partially known
scale via the POT-Method

Consider an iid sampie Xb ... ,Xn of random variables with common distribution
function F, whose upper tail belongs to a certain neighborhood of that of a general
ized Pareto distribution ,vith unknown shape and scale parameters ,8 and a = g(1]),
,vhere 9 is a kno\vn function. A classical example is the distribution of the abso
lute value of asymmetrie stable random variable with index 0 < ß < 2. Based on
the exceedances among Xi over a threshold sequence tn ) we define an explicit hvo
step-estimator of ß that is efficient and behaves asymptotically as if a ,vas kno\vn.
Simulations sho,v the tendency that for finite sampie sizes the two-step-estimator
outperforms with increasing stability parameter ,8 the asymptotically efficfent esti
mator ,,~ith kno,vn scale considerably.

Shigeru Mase

Asymptotic normality ofmaximum pseud<rlikelihood estimators ofGibb
sian processes with superstable potentials

The Gibbsian model is a statistical model for spatial mapped point patterns. Given
an activity constant and a parametrized potential function, 've can construct vari
ous point patterns and it emerges a statistical problem to estimate the activity and
the potential function from an observed spatial point pattern. Due to theoretical
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and numerical complexity of maximum likelihood estimatofs fOf this model, Besag
porposed maximum pseudo-likelihood estimators and several authors studied its
properties. Among them is aremarkable asymptotic normality result of Jensen &
Künsch (1994) for continuous state space stationary Gibbsian models. My talk is
about an estension of their result. The basic idea is theirs but their basic assumption
of finite-range potentials is replaced by the most general (probably) ooe, that is,
superstability of potentials.

Ely ~1erzbach

Strictly simple set-indexed point processes

Different kinds of set-indexed martingals are defined and Doob-Meyer decomposi
tions are presented. A topology fOf the class of outer-continuous with inner-limits
set-indexed processes is studied. Usiog the concept of strictly simple set-indexed
point process, a general ,veak convergence result is obtained. As an application, the
,veak convergence of point processes to a set-indexed Poisson process is implied by
the uniform point,vise convergence of the respective compensators to a deterministic
diffuse measure. As example, ,ve compute the compensator associated with a single
jump process. "Ve give a condition on the compensator in order that a point pro..
cess will be strictly simple. Finally \ve present a martingale charaterization of the
set-indexed doubly-stochastic Poisson process using its compensator. By localizing,
this characterization holds even in the non-integrable case.

Thomas ~1ikosch

Pathwise solutions to stochastic integrals equations

'Ve consider linear stochastic integral equations driven by processes s:uch as a-stable
Levy motion, certain other Levy processes and fractional Brownian motions. 'iVe
are interested in path,vise solutions to these equation. The underlying integrals
are defined by purely deterministic calculus using the generalised Riemann-Stieltjes e
approach by L.C. Young (1936) and its modifications due to R. Dudley (1992) and R.
Dudley and R. Norvaisa (1997). The central notion in this calculus is the p-variation
of the integrand and of the sampie path of the driving process. The solutions to the
linear equations considered are similar to those obtained by Itö calculus.
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Robin !\1ilne

Simple derivations cf properties of counting processes associated with
Markov renewal processes

Let Nt be tbe number of occurences in {O, tJ of some event defined in terms of an
underlying Markov renewal process, e.g. the number of jumps in (0, t] between a
specified pair of states, or the number of entries in (0, t] to a specified subset of
states. In a unified approach to such counting processes {Nt}, we derive a simple
expression for the factorial moment densities, and hence for the factorial moments of
Nt, in terms of the Markov renewal kerne] of a Markov renewal process embedded in
tbe underlying process. These results generalize known results for a renewal process.
Asymptotic results for the factorial moments of Nt can be derived, and specialization
to an underlying eontinuous-time Markov chain yields more explicit results. Our
motivation for this study has carne from applications in reliability modelling}~\nd in
stochastic modelling of tbe behaviour of ion channels. '"),!-

Jesper Moeller

Perfeet simulation of locally stahle point processes

Arecent topic, whieh has drawn great attention after the seminal ,vork of Propp
and "Vilson, is ';exace; or ';perfect': simulation, i.e. ,vhen one is assured that equi
librium hoas been attained. Propp and \\'ilson consider rvlarkov chain algorithms
(especially the Gibbs sampier) for simulating finite state space models satisfying a
certain monotonicity condition such as the Ising model and the aecompaning randorn
cluster model. The idea is to use possibly several runs of the algorithm backwards·
in time (started from time 0) and by monotonicity and coupling dorninate th'~se by
some lo,ver and upper chains until there is eoalescence at time O.

This has no,v been extended to perfect simulation fo finite point processes in
different ways assuming a loeal stability condition on the density (namely a uni
form bound on the Papangelou conditional density) ,vhieh is satisfied by most point
proeesses as used in spatial statistics and stochastic geometry. In the talk 1'11 re
view these recent developments based on different joint ,vorks ,vith Olle Häggström,
Wilfried Kandall and ~1.-Colette Van Lieshaut.
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\rVerner Nagel

Stereology of polyhedrons: Refined observation yields better estimation

The lecture deals with stereological problems for spatial systems of homothetic poly
hedrons. In contrast to the traditional tecbnique of estimating tbe size distribution
of the particles only from the sizes of section' profiles-the extra information ,vhich
is contained in their shapes is used to improve the estimator. As an example the
case of cuboidal particles with random edge length is considered. The estimator of
the size distribution of the cubes is based on the observation of the diameter and
the edge number of the polygons arising on planar sections.

Yoichi Nishiyama

Weak convergence of stochastic integr"als with respect to marked point
proceses

A. tightness criterion for weak convergence of stochastic integrals ,vith respect to
marked point processes is presented, in the same fashion as that of empirical pro
cesses.

A.s its application, ,ve show the asymptotic normality ofNelson-Aalen's estimator
for point processes with a general mark space.

Yoshihiko Ogata

Statistical discrimination of foreshocks from other earthquake clusters

1

'''hen earthquake activity begins, it may be a foreshock sequence to a larger earth-
quake, or it may be a s,varm or simple mainshock-aftershock sequence. This paper is
concerned \vith the conditional probability that it will be foreshock activity of a later
larger earthquake, depending on the occurrence pattern of some early events in the
sequence. The earthquake catalogue of the Japan Meteorological Agency (1926 '" e
1993, MJ ~ 4) is decomposed into numbers of clusters in time and space to compare
statistical features of foreshocks with those of swarms and aftershocks. Using such
a data set, Ogata et al. (1995) revealed some discriminating features of foreshocks
relative to the other type of clusters, for example the events' stronger proximity
in time and space, and a tendency towarcls chronologically increasing magnitudes,
,vhich encouraged us to construct models which forecast the probability of the earth-
quakes being foreshocks. Specifically, tbe probability is a function of tbe history of
magnitude differences, spans bet\veen origin times and distances between epicentres
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\vithin a cluster. For an illustrative implementation, the models \vere fitted to the
early part of the data (1926 "J 1975) and the validity of the forecasting procedure
were checked on data from tbe Iater period (1976 "J 1993). Two procedures for eval
uating the performance of probability forecast are suggested. Further, for the case
where only a single event is available (i.e., either it is the first event in a cluster or
an isolated event), \ve also forecast the probability of the event being a foreshock as
a function of its geographie location. Then, the validation of the forecast is demon
strated in a similar manner. Finally, making use of the multi-elements prediction
formula, we will see that the forecasting performance is enhanced by the joint use
of the information in the Ioeation of tbe first event, and that in the subsequent
inter-event history in the cluster.

Mario Peruggia

Bayesian analysis of earthquake activity

vVe present a Bayesian analysis of the seismic activity in the Sannio-~1atese region
of Italy using data from the historical catalog of Italian earthquakes. '\Te model the
evolution through time of the sequence of quakes and respetive magnitudes. The
earlier, less accurate portion of the catalog data is used to elicit the prior distribution
of the model parameters. The posterior distributions of several quantities of interest
are computed conditional on the more recent portion of the catalog data. The
variOliS posterior estimates are obtained via rvlarkov chain ?vlonte Carlo simulation.
\rVe also discuss possible extensions of our inferential approach that account for
spatial dependencies of seismic events. These extensions allow modeling of quakes
occurring in regions with heterogeneous geophysical characteristics.

This is joint work with Thomas Santner.

Dietmar Pfeifer

e Point process models in statistical ecology

Point processes in statistical ecology are frequently being used for modeling the
spatial dispersal of individuals of a single species or even of \vhole communities. In
this lecture \ve present t\VO approaches of such a m~deling, for different purposes:

1. A Thomas process (cluster) model for the description of the dispersal of ben
thic meiofauna which is in parabiosis with benthic makrofauna, together \vith
statistical evaluation methods in case of quadrat-counts of individuals;

2. A point process model in connection \vith teehniques from stoehastic geometry
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for a solution of the so-called "minimal area problem", 'which is concerned
\vi th the selection of a "smallest': representative sampling area to cover a11 or
a certain pereentage of species present.

Sidney Resnick

Heavy tailed time series modeling

Large numbers of large, high quality data sets no\v exist \vhich seem to require prob- _
abilistie modeling with heavy tails. These are from varied fields: insurance (large ..
claims), finance and economics (exchange rates), telecommunications (file lengths,
interarrivals, transmission lengths). Methods for assessing when heavy tailed mod-
eling is appropriate are fairly successful and methods for determining when indepen-
dent variables ean successfully be used also succeed. Less successful are attempts
to build models \vhen dependencies are present. Same pitfa11s of autoregressive
modeling applied to heavy tailed data are revie\ved.

I\1anfred Schmidt

Point processes of rare ~vents

Vle diseuss the limits of point processes, whieh are generated by a triangular array
of rare events. Such point processes are motivated by the exceedanees of a high
bounndary by a random sequenee, since exceedances are rare events in this case.
This application relates the problem to extreme value theory~ where the method is
used to treat the asymptotic approximation of these point processes. The presented
general approach extends: unifies and clarifies some of the various conditions used
in extreme value theory.

Volker Schmidt

Taylor expansion for functionals of marked point processes

vVe give finite and infinite expansion formulas for the expected value of functions of
transient amd stationary state variables induced by random marked point processes.

Expansions for Laplace transforms, moments and tail functions of these variables
are considered as specific instances of our general expansion fonnulas. A fe\v exam
pIes such as expansions for characteristics of Boolean models and stochastic Petri
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nets are given in order to illustrate the proposed expansion method. The results
,,~ere obtained in joint research ,,~ith F. Baccelli, B. Blaszczyszyn, S. Hasenfuss and
E. rvlerzbach.

Dietrich Stoyao

The impact of forest statistics on point process theory and statistics

Several fundamental ideas of point process theory and statistics have their roots in
problems of forest statistics. Point patterns ,vith tree locations serve frequently as
demonstration aod test objects.

The lecture discusses some point process models such as l\1atern's hard core and
cluster process aod their variants aod modifications as ,veH as Strauss' process and
other Gibbs processes. . ,,-".

Ecological questions have led to many tests of the hypothesis of compl~te ran
domness of point patterns. For noo-Poisson processes parametrie methods have
been developed.

In many applications marks play an important role. They describe e.g. tree
hights, trunk diameters or degrees of damage by environmental factors. Correlations
of marks give valuable information on ecological processes~ e.g. on the interaction
of trees. Related statistical concepts such as mark correlation function aod mark
variogram were first suggested for the statistical analysis of forestal marked point
patterns.

Winfried Stute

Model checks for regression: An innovation approach

For a given parametrie [amily of regression functions it is kno,,~n (cf. Stute~ Ann.
Statist. (1997)) that the associated residual cusum process-a point process marked
by the residuals-may sen:,e as a basis for the construction of various omnibus,
smooth and directional goodness-of-fit tests. In this talk we derive its innovation
process-the martingale part in its Doob-l\1eyer decomposition. As it turns out tests
based on the innovation martingale are (asymptotically) distribution-free under
composite null models and may be easily performed. A simulation study is reported
on ,vhich indicates that the distributional approximation already work for small to
moderate sampIe sizes.
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Yoichiro Takahashi

Scattering length, large deviation for equilibrium processes and fock space
representation associated with Poisson random fields

About 20 years ago ~1. Kac studied the scattering length for Schrödinger equation
as the long time asymptotics of a Bro\vnian motion expectation.

The main target of the talk is to sho\v that it is a large deviation result for the
equilibrium process consisting of infinitely many independent Bro\vnian particles.
But the method is of its o\vn interest.

One can construct the Fock space representation associated \vith Poisson randorn
fields and it works (unexpectedly) very ,vell to obtain

(a) the criterion of mutual absolute continuity of Poisson random fields,

(b) the neat expression of the Dirichlet form of the equilibrium process,

(c) the computation of large deviation rate functional.

Elke Thönnes

A comparative study on the power of Van Lieshout and Baddeley's J
function

Summary functions like the empty space funetion (F) and nearest neighbour dis
tribution function (G) are often used to test for complete spatial randomness in
point patterns. Van Lieshout and Baddeley have proposed an alternative summary
function, the J-function, whieh is defined as J = (1 - G)/(l - F). The J-function
can be evaluated for many more models than the F- or the G-function, \vhich is a
major advantage. In this simulation study we examine ho,,' the power ot tests based
on J compares to the po,ver of tests based on Fand G.
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Kamil F. Turkman

Extremes of bilinear processes with light-tailed innovations

The dass of bilinear time series models is anobvious generalization of linear A.Rf\1A
models. It is known that the sampie paths of even the simplest bilinear processes
are capable of producing sudden bursts of large values depending on the model
parameters.

In this talk \ve look at the extremal properties of thc bilinear processes and
explain ho\v model parameters effect the extremal behaviour.

Dia Vonta

Estimation in transformation models in survival analysis

A non-proportional hazards model is eonsidered in which the parameter of interest
is the vector of regression eoefficieots. In the uncensored parametrie ease: \ve coo
sider jointly implieitly defined estimators of both the parameter of interest and thc
nuisanee parameter. Thc strong eonsistency and efficiency of these estimators are
established. In the censored semiparametric case \ve examine the loeal existence aod
uniqueness of a NPl\1LE of the nuisance parameter \vhen the parameter of interest
is assumed to be kno\vn.

Nakahiro Yoshida

Asymptotic expansion of martingales with jumps and applications to
statistics

Asymptotic epansion of the distribution of martingales is derived by using the J\1alli
avin calculus (global approach). As applications, an asymptotie expansion for IVILE
of an ergodie diffusion was presented. Also, an expansion for the quasi-jVILE of
diffusion coefficient of a SDE ,vas obtained. It is also possible to sho\v thc validity
of the asmptotic expansion for martingales \vith jumps. If the geometrically strong
mixing condition holds, it is possible to derive expansions \vith conditional Cramer
type eondition \vhich is verified by means of the Malliavin calculus.

Berichterstatter: Rolf-Dieter Reiss
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